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Feds Are Asking Jeffrey Epstein’s Victims About Sex-Trafficking Crimes
As the government interviews the billionaire pedophile’s alleged victims, it is
reportedly interested in whether Epstein’s abuse ever crossed state lines.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/feds-are-asking-jeffrey-epsteins-victims-about-sex-traffic…

11y after Sex-Trafficking Pedophile Jeffrey Epstein received what amounted to a

country-club jail sentence for molesting dozens of girls in Florida, his victims could

be closer to justice—with a possible future federal prosecution beyond Palm Beach.

In 2007, Epstein signed a secret deal with the USAO to evade a series of charges that

could have sent him to prison for life. The agreement, brokered under former federal

prosecutor @SecretaryAcosta , allowed Epstein to plead guilty to a pair of minor state

charges
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Epstein served 13 months of his 18-month sentence in a private wing of a county

stockade. And, as the Miami Herald reported, he spent most of this time on “work

release” at a comfortable office, for up to 12 hours a day, six days a week.

But in February of this year, a federal judge ruled the non-prosecution agreement

(NPA), which was concealed from the victims and their counsel, violated the law,

specifically the Crime Victims’ Rights Act. Now the feds are contacting victims to

discuss possible remedies.

During these meetings, the government is reportedly asking one question in

particular: Did Epstein’s abuse ever cross state lines?

Spencer Kuvin, who represented 3 of Epstein’s victims, incl the 14yo girl who first

tipped off Palm Beach police to Epstein’s abuse of teenagers, one of his clients was

happy to finally get a chance to speak w prosecutors— but has long been frustrated

justice was never served.

According to Kuvin, the assistant U.S. Attorney he met with appeared to examine two

issues:  

 

What do Epstein’s victims want the government to do?  

 

And if an investigation was reopened, would Epstein’s alleged assaults rise to the

level of federal crimes?

“I think they’re asking it, because as a federal prosecutor you want to know whether

this is a potential federal crime or state crime,” Kuvin said. “If they determined that it

did [cross state lines], they have potential for prosecuting it.”

Kuvin said the assistant prosecutor raised this question before one of his clients

disclosed her preferred remedies, of which federal charges are the priority.

If Epstein can’t be charged, Kuvin added, the woman wants the government to open

the record, making public the entire federal case file, including external

communications and internal discussions within the prosecutor’s office on Epstein.
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“And then lastly, I know my client said, ‘I want @SecretaryAcosta to step down.’”

As for his other clients, the woman who was 14 when Epstein allegedly abused her

didn’t wish to speak to prosecutors, Kuvin said, while a third victim couldn’t be

found.

“The overall theme is… the wealthy have a completely different standard under the

justice system,” Kuvin said of Epstein’s sweetheart deal. “I can think of no better

example of the wealthy buying justice than his.”

Epstein’s legal team declined to comment. Two of his lawyers told The Daily Beast

they would refrain from speaking about the victims’ proposals until after they filed

their own pleadings in the next few weeks.

Meanwhile, two victims filed court papers on May 23 outlining their requested

remedies, which include a public hearing with mandatory attendance by Acosta and

Epstein.

Those women, identified as Jane Does 1 and 2, filed a lawsuit against the government

in 2008 that only recently resulted in U.S. District Judge Kenneth A. Marra’s ruling

that the NPA was illegal.

“Instead, the victims seek (among other remedies) the invalidation of an illegal non-

prosecution agreement so that they can confer with the Government about an

appropriate prosecution of the crimes Epstein committed against them.”

“Because his scheme to conceal how he was resolving the case failed, it is now proper

that he suffer the consequences,” the victims’ pleading added.

Jack Scarola, an attorney representing the Jane Does, said prosecutors have made no

request to speak directly with his clients, likely because his legal team already filed

court papers sketching out remedies on behalf of the women.

In order for the feds to charge Epstein for his alleged sex crimes, Scarola said, the

court would need to rescind the NPA. The federal government would also need to

defeat Epstein’s challenges to a prosecution.

“The intense focus of attention on these matters clearly exerts substantial pressure in

favor of an Epstein prosecution,” Scarola told The Daily Beast. 
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“I strongly believe that we are finally approaching a point where Jeffrey Epstein will

face potential criminal prosecution,”

Sexual abuse of minors does not have a statute of limitations, and there is

“substantial evidence” that would support holding Epstein criminally liable, Scarola

said.

“Based upon the pattern of criminal activity at a very intense level,” Scarola said, “it’s

highly unlikely that there is anywhere Jeffrey Epstein went that he did not leave

victims in his wake.”

Victims say in previous court filings that if the government had conferred with them

back then, they would have pushed for Epstein and his co-conspirators to face similar

federal charges.

Months before Epstein’s lenient plea deal, the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Southern

District of Florida had drafted a 53-page indictment against him for a series of sex

offenses, as well as an 82-page prosecution memorandum.

Yet, starting in the summer of 2007, Epstein’s lawyers waged a war to discredit the

victims and supplied prosecutors with dossiers on the girls’ social media accounts,

which supposedly showed drug and alcohol use.
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The defense team also, as Acosta put it in one 2011 letter, “investigated individual

prosecutors and their families, looking for personal peccadilloes that may provide a

basis for disqualification.”

The communications between Epstein’s camp and the government weren’t known to

the victims, who believed a criminal probe was ongoing.

In August of that year, victims “provided details to federal agents of the abuse that

they endured at the hands of Epstein and his co-conspirators,” Janes Does 1 and 2

noted in a motion for summary judgment, filed in 2016 as part of their lawsuit

against the feds.

Sarah Kellen, who is married to a NASCAR driver & now Sarah Vickers, was Epstein’s

personal assistant. She was accused of booking the “massages,” calling the girls when

Epstein flew into town, & escorting teen girls in & out of his upstairs room, after she

lined up the oils
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Adriana Ross, a former model from Poland who went by Adriana Mucinska, helped

facilitate Epstein’s abuse, too.

Lesley Groff was described in one accuser’s lawsuit as the schedule and travel

coordinator who helped supply Epstein with young women. One 2005 Chicago

Tribune story about executive-assistant pay described Groff as one of three female

assistants Epstein paid $200,000 per year.

Nadia Marcinkova was accused of having sex with the minor victims while Epstein

watched. According to police, Epstein told one victim Marcinkova was his “sex slave”

and he’d purchased her from her family in Yugoslavia.
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The co-conspirators are mentioned in the Jane Does’ court filing on proposed

remedies, which include “rescission of the NPA’s immunity provisions.”

For years after the plea deal, other women have come forward in lawsuits and the

press accusing Epstein of sexually abusing them—and even loaning them out to his

famous friends—while seemingly little was done to charge or investigate him.
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Many of these women have claimed that Epstein and his powerful friends abused

them in New York, the Virgin Islands, and New Mexico—districts where he has never,

to public knowledge, faced investigations or prosecution.

Epstein’s flight logs revealed he often traveled with scores of young women, including

his co-conspirators, and his friend and lawyer, the Harvard law professor Alan

Dershowitz.

Giuffre claims Epstein kept her as a “sex slave” and forced her to have sex with his

pals, including Britain’s Prince Andrew and Dershowitz, who helped negotiate

Epstein’s controversial NPA.
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Soon after the hearing, two mystery parties identified only as “J. Doe” and “John

Doe” filed court papers to support Maxwell’s bid to keep the records secret.

Then, in April, Giuffre filed a defamation suit against Dershowitz in Manhattan

federal court, claiming the prominent lawyer “was also a participant in sex trafficking,

including as one of the men to whom Epstein lent out [Giuffre] for sex.”

According to Giuffre’s lawsuit, Dershowitz routinely traveled with Epstein, including

on his private jet, and stayed overnight at his Palm Beach and Manhattan homes

while “the victims of Epstein’s sex trafficking were there.”
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The complaint also details Epstein’s alleged abuse in New York and other states—and

introduced disturbing allegations from a new accuser. 

 

As part of Giuffre’s case, a KY woman named Maria Farmer came forward w claims

that Epstein abused her and her underage sister—in NY OH & NM

Maxwell and the other alleged co-conspirators aren’t the only ones accused of

procuring girls to satisfy Epstein’s ring of abuse.

Jean-Luc Brunel, proprietor of the MC2 modeling agency, was accused by Giuffre of

supplying Epstein with a pipeline of underage models—many of them from Eastern

Europe and from economically disadvantaged backgrounds, lured with promises of

lucrative modeling jobs
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The clock is ticking for a remedy to Epstein’s plea deal. The government has roughly

three more weeks to submit its response to the Jane Does’ requests. Epstein, too, is

permitted to file a brief of his own in the case.

As the Herald reported, records showed Epstein was *supposedly* a key federal

witness in the prosecution of two Bear Stearns executives accused of corporate

securities fraud.
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• • •

Unsealing Epstein’s case file from the U.S. Attorney’s Office could provide more

answers on whether Epstein helped the government at all.

Last week, the Guardian reported that Epstein apparently had information on shady

real-estate dealings by @realDonaldTrump —an anecdote that’s part of Michael

Wolff’s sequel to Fire and Fury, chronicling the first year of Trump’s presidency.

As the story goes, in 2004, Epstein invited @realDonaldTrump to see a $36 million

mansion he planned to purchase in Palm Beach, and Trump ended up buying it

behind Epstein’s back for about $40 million.

Epstein allegedly knew Trump had been selling his name in real estate deals and

assumed he’d done so with the Palm Beach home, masking the property’s true

owners. Epstein, according to the Guardian report, threatened to expose the deal.
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